Layout hotpot detection is one of the main steps in modern VLSI design. A typical hotspot detection flow is extremely time consuming due to the computationally expensive mask optimization and lithographic simulation. Recent researches try to facilitate the procedure with a reduced flow including feature extraction, training set generation and hotspot detection, where feature extraction methods and hotspot detection engines are deeply studied. However, the performance of hotspot detectors relies highly on the quality of reference layout libraries which are costly to obtain and usually predetermined or randomly sampled in previous works. In this paper, we propose an active learning-based layout pattern sampling and hotspot detection flow, which simultaneously optimizes the machine learning model and the training set that aims to achieve similar or better hotspot detection performance with much smaller number of training instances. Experimental results show that our proposed method can significantly reduce lithography simulation overhead while attaining satisfactory detection accuracy on designs under both DUV and EUV lithography technologies.
INTRODUCTION
Along with aggressive feature size scaling, even equipped with various resolution enhancement techniques and hierarchical design strategy, modern chip designs are more and more complicated and greatly challenged by manufacturability issues. VLSI layout hotspot detection is one of the most critical steps in manufacturabilityaware design, which is costly to estimate because of the complicated mask optimization and lithography simulation. Many researches have been conducted to facilitate the procedure which usually share a flow as shown in Figure 1 , including feature extraction, training set generation and hotspot detection.
Feature extraction aims to convert layout geometry information (e.g. density [1, 2] , frequency [3, 4] and design rule [5] ) into reduced mathematical representations, which are expected to improve hotspot detection accuracy. Recently, deep neural networks also exhibit powerful feature learning ability that can obtain layout representations without prior knowledge [4, [6] [7] [8] . In the hotspot detection stage, all selected samples and labels are fed into hotspot detection engines based on, mostly, pattern matching and machine learning. In a pattern matching flow, similar patterns within a specific radius are clustered together based on the constraints of translation, area and/or edge displacements [2, 9, 10] . Lithography simulation will be performed on the representative clips results from which will be then labeled to the whole cluster. Above process indicates that fuzzy matching results are drastically affected by incluster variance. Although aggressive constraints can be introduced to ensure a low in-cluster variance, additional cluster count will significantly increase lithography simulation overhead. On the other hand, machine learning technologies tackle the problem through fitting layout representations into efficient machine learning models. [5, 11] employ support vector machine for efficient hotspot detection. [1, 12] enhance hotspot detectors with boosting algorithms and additional learning strategies. [4, [6] [7] [8] adopt emerging deep neural networks that automatically learn layout representations and perform classification. Still, overfitting problem is inevitable due to weakly distributed training data.
Previous works show that although pattern matching-based methods and machine learning-based methods exhibit different functionalities, they all rely highly on the quality of reference layout libraries. For example, in-cluster pattern variance directly affects pattern matching results and pattern diversity contributes to the generality of trained machine learning models. Layout pattern sampling problems are addressed by several works that are, to some extent, related to clustering approaches. Representative methods include clustering on frequency domain [3, 13] , Bayesian clustering [14] , and clustering based on layout topology [9, 10, 13, 15] . However, sampling and hotspot detection are mostly conducted exclusively which ignores the beneath integrity between them.
In this paper, we will propose an active learning-based framework that can bridge the gap between the layout pattern sampling procedure and the hotspot detection problem. Active learning targets at machine learning problems with massive data that is costly and time consuming to label. A major step of active learning is querying instances to determine whether the instance should be labeled and added into the training set from a perspective of machine learning model generality [16] . Representative querying strategies include uncertainty sampling (US [17] ), query by committee (QBC [18] ), and expected model change (EMC [19] ). US aims to find the instances which the prediction model is most uncertain about and have the posterior probability around 0.5, QBC selects instances based on the disagreement among multiple classifiers and EMC labels most influential data in terms of the existing model. A common idea behind these strategies is labeling instances that are hardly distinguished by the classifier. However, there are several drawbacks of existing active learning strategies: (1) only one sample is selected in each iteration in most active learning flows which is lacking in efficiency; (2) machine learning models have to be retrained from raw state once the training set is updated; (3) training set diversity is not considered in sampling flow which might cause serious overfitting problem [16, 20, 21] . Although K-L divergence on posterior probabilities of unlabeled samples can be applied for diversity analysis [22] , the effectiveness is limited on binary classification problems.
To address these concerns, we propose a batch mode active learning method that considers both model uncertainty and training set diversity. We embed the active learning engine into deep neural networks thus data sampling and incremental model training can be conducted alternatively. Guaranteed by the on-line property of stochastic gradient descent, we only need to finetune the neuron weights according to new labeled instances instead of training model from scratch in each iteration. The rapid development of deep neural networks makes it possible to learn representative features from raw image. We take advantage of this characteristic and construct a diversity matrix of automatically learned features which will contribute as a partial criterion for data sampling in each iteration. The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• A novel layout pattern sampling and hotspot detection flow is proposed to simultaneously optimize training set and machine learning model. • We develop a batch mode active learning engine that samples multiple instances in each iteration according to the training set diversity and data uncertainty, where a specific distance metric is designed to guarantee a convex objective that makes the sampling procedure more efficient.
• We conduct experiments on metal layers under 7nm and 28nm technology nodes which demonstrate the generality of the proposed flow that significantly increases hotspot detection accuracy while minimizing lithography simulation overhead.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces basic terminologies and definition. Section 3 lists theoretical and algorithmic details. Section 4 presents experiment settings and results, followed by conclusion in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES
This section introduces some terminologies and related problem formulation. Throughout this paper, scalers are written as lowercase letters (e.g. x), vectors are bold lowercase letters (e.g. x) and matrices are represented as bold uppercase letters (e.g. X). Particularly, we Definition 1 (Hit). A hit is defined as when the detector reports hotspot on a clip of which at least one defect occurs at the core region. We also denote the ratio between number of hits and total hotpsot clips as detection accuracy.
Definition 2 (Extra)
. An extra is defined as when the detector reports hotspot on a clip of which no defect occurs at the core region.
Definition 3 (Litho-clip). A litho-clip is a clip in the training set or an extra that is labeled hotspot or non-hotspot based on results of lithography simulation. The count of litho-clips reflects the lithography simulation overhead.
According to the evaluation metrics above, we define the problem of layout pattern sampling and hotspot detection (PSHD) as follows.
Problem 1 (PSHD). Given a layout design, the objective of PSHD is sampling representative clips that will generalize the hotspot pattern space and maximize the machine learning model generality, i.e. , maximizing the detection accuracy while minimizing the number of litho-clips.
THE ALGORITHM
In this section, we will discuss the details of our pattern sampling and hotspot detection flow, including the lithography proximity effect, the batch active sampling algorithm and some analysis.
Lithography Proximity Effect
Most challenges in optical lithography come from the proximity effects caused by diffraction as light goes through the mask stage, as shown in Figure 2 . In a lithography imaging system, the electric field of the diffracted pattern is given by the Fourier transform of the original mask pattern. Afterwards, diffracted patterns will be collected by the objective lens to project images on the wafer. Because of the limited size of objective lens, higher order diffraction patterns will be discarded when forming the image on the wafer that results in a lower pattern fidelity [23] . Typically, to ensure the mask image can be transferred onto the wafer as accurate as possible, at least the zero and ±1st diffraction order should be captured by the objective lens. Accordingly, the smallest design pitch can be defined as Equation (1),
where p denotes design pitch, λ is the wavelength of the light source and N A is the numerical aperture of the objective lens which determines how much information can be collected by the objective lens and is given by
where n is the index of refraction of the medium, θ max is the largest half-angle of the diffraction light that can be collected by the objective lens, D denotes the diameter of physical aperture seen in front of the objective lens and f represents the focal length [24] . The existence of diffraction makes it also interesting to analyze the minimum distance when two shapes stop affecting the aerial images of each other. Fraunhofer diffraction occurs in classic lithography system, where the diffracted patten is determined by the Fraunhofer diffraction integral [24] . For simplicity, we consider the contact hole as an example whose diffraction pattern resembles the Airy disk. The light intensity in terms of observation angle θ at the entrance of the objective lens is shown in Equation (3).
where I 0 denotes center intensity of airy disk, r = D 2 is the radius of the entrance pupil and k = 2π λ is the wavenumber. According to the properties of Bessel function, dark regions of Airy disk that correspond to zeros of I (θ ) appear periodically with a degradation of total energy. The total energy within an observation angle can be derived by integrating Equation (3) over θ ,
which reflects by how much the diffraction information can be collected. If we pick the 6th zero point of I (θ ) at kr sin θ ≈ 19, we can derive P(θ ) ≈ 96.73%, which is the fraction of diffraction collected with in a given window size. Besides, we assume n = 1 in the air,
Combine Equation (5) and Equation (2),
Here D determines the minimum distance when two shapes can be regarded as isolated patterns, which can be derived to be 230nm using N A = 0.35 and λ = 13.5nm under extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography technologies.
Diversity Aware Batch Sampling
Because it is extremely costly to label layout clips, our flow aims to sample as little number of clips as possible while ensuring good machine learning model generality. Conventional layout pattern sampling methods conduct clustering on layout clips and obtain representative patterns based on the results of pattern matching or clustering. Although the clustering can effectively reduce the sample number, it does not consider the behavior or requirement of, especially, machine learning-based hotspot detectors. As shown in Figure 3 (a), pattern matching collects a lot of less critical patterns that lie far from the decision boundary while ignoring important patterns. In conventional active learning-based sampling (see Figure 3(b) ), prediction uncertainty of each clip is included in the selection criteria. That is, patterns with posterior probability around 0.5 will be sampled with higher priority. However, in a layout pattern sampling and hotspot detection task, we care more about hotspot regions. Therefore, apart from considering diversity of training instances, we tend to select clips with higher probability being hotspot in our sampling approach, as illustrated in Figure 3 (c).
Discriminative machine learning models are usually designed to find the optimal hyperplane that separates the whole data space. The quality of a model is measured by its generative loss which is associated with the prediction error on the future instances. In this section, we will discuss an instance selection policy considering both model uncertainty and data diversity, thus the selected instances are expected to contribute most on the trained model generality. The uncertainty describes how confident of the classifier when recognizing new instances. A model is uncertain on a given instance if the prediction probability draws around 0.5 according to the posterior distribution or the instance is too close to the hypothesis plane in the feature space. Data diversity corresponds to the instance distribution in the data set. The underneath idea is to label instances into training set such that the training set entropy is maximized. Most active learning algorithms, such as US, QBC and EMC, are designed to pick one instance in each iteration, which is not efficient as problem sizes grow. Even these methods are applied for batch selection, samples touch the selection criteria are labeled into train set, when redundant instance samples are more likely to be chosen. Here we consider a batch selection mechanism that takes both model uncertainty and data diversity into account.
Given a training set L t and an unlabeled set U t at time t. Let w t be the classifier parameters trained on L t . The objective is to select a batch B with k points from U t so that the future learner w k +1 , trained on L t ∪ B, has maximum generalization capability. Let Y = {0, 1} be the set of possible classes in the problem. For a given unlabeled layout clip x i , we denote the related posterior probability as p(y|x i ; w t ). Usually, the uncertainty of the unlabeled instance x i is defined as the entropy of the predicted probabilities, as shown in Equation (7).
However, in the layout pattern sampling problems, problematic instances are of more interests. We therefore pick a simple but more practical representation of c(i), which corresponds to the probability of a given instance being hotspot. Usually, the redundancy between unlabeled points x i and x j can be calculated through K-L divergence, which measures how two training instances differ from each other in a statistic point of view. In the domain of layout hotspot detection, however, we are dealing with yes or no problem, which is less informative for diversity analysis. To benefit the layout analysis problem, we use inner-product of two instances in the normalized feature space as shown in Equation (9) .
We can further formulate the diversity matrix D ∈ R n×n , whose entries are defined by Equation (9) . Given the matrix D, the batch mode active learning problem is shown in mathematical formulation (10) , where the objective is to select a batch of points with high aggregate uncertainty scores and high divergences among the samples.
Here k is the number of patterns that will be selected into the training set, m i is a binary variable, and m i = 1 if pattern x i is selected in the batch B. It should be noted that Formula (10) is binary quadratic programming, which is NP-hard. We relax the integer constrains and derive the following problem,
which is a standard quadratic programming problem and can be solved efficiently. It can be seen here one advantage of the proposed distance metric over KL-divergence and Euclidean distance is that Equation (9) ensures the objectives of (10) and (11) to be convex by D ⪰ 0. Finally, the integer solution can be recovered by picking k largest entries in m.
The rapid development of deep neural networks makes it possible to learn representative features from raw image and complete effective classification jobs. Therefore, in this project, we pick up a shallow convolutional neural networks as the preferred machine learning model which will be embedded into the active learning flow. In particular, features obtained from the fully-connected layers are fed into Equation (9) to calculate the divergence matrix. Most neural networks are trained with mini-batch gradient descent (MGD), where a random small batch of training samples are fed into the neural networks to update neuron weights. The online property of MGD makes it easier to update the model on new instances without retraining the model from scratch compared to traditional support vector machine or logistic regression. It should be noted that the proposed classification driven active learning flow is very general that it can be plugged into any incremental hotspot detectors.
In most cases D will be extremely large, especially for EUV specific layers, which makes Formula (11) hard to solve. We therefore stochastically sample a subsetÛ t ⊆ U t before entering the quadratic programming phase to further reduce the computational cost. Finally, the neural network can be accordingly updated as
Here α denotes the updating rate and l is the average cross-entropy loss of sampled instances, defined as follows:
It should be noted that although the neural networks may need multiple iterations to finish training, the computational cost is much less than training from a raw model. [4] has shown that biased label is able to provide better trade-offs on hotspot detection problem during the fine-tune procedure. However, by our observation, stepped bias significantly disturbs the pre-trained model. We therefore improves this technique by letting the bias change linearly along with the training step.
Algorithm 1 presents the details of the layout pattern sampling flow. The algorithm requires an initial training set L = L 0 with labeled patterns, an unlabeled pattern pool U = U 0 , number of patterns to be queried n and a standard deviation σ used to initialize the machine learning models (lines 1-2); we first train an initial machine learning model based on L 0 (line 3). In each sampling iteration, we fetch n instances from U without replacement and form a query setÛ (lines 5-6); k instances are sampled into a set B by solving problem (11) (line 7); new training set L, discarded set D and the machine learning model are updated accordingly (lines 7-9). The algorithm ends when the unlabeled instance pool is empty and returns the trained model and remaining unlabeled patterns to be verified by the machine learning model.
Algorithm 1 Batch Active Sampling
w ←Train the machine learning model based on L. 4: while U ∅ do 5:Û ← Sample n instances with highest probability (predicted with current w) being hotspot from U;
6:
U ← U\Û;
7:
B ←Select k instances by solving problem (11);
8:
D ←Û\B ∪ D;
10:
w ←Update machine learning model based on L; 11: end while 12: return w, D.
Note that Algorithm 1 requires an initial labeled dataset L 0 to obtain a pre-trained model that will be used to extract features for future layout patterns. Thus, L 0 is critical on the performance of the whole flow. Because it is almost impossible to know which pattern is more likely to have defects at beginning, we only consider the diversity of layout features. Because learned features are not available without a trained CNN model, we design alternate features considering the lithography process. In Section 2, we have shown that frequency components of layout patterns contributes most to layout printabilities, we therefore perform feature tensor extraction [4] on each layout clip. To make the computation efficient, we pick only the second channel of the feature tensor as our feature vector to calculate the diversity matrix, which corresponds to the frequency components that have largest information. The initial training set L 0 can then be obtained by solving problem (11) with updated D.
Algorithm Analysis
In this section, we will discuss and analysis some technique details of our proposed framework. As described in previous section, we relax the integer constraints when solving the sampling problem Equation (10) . Because each queried instance will be sampled or dropped by solving problem Equation (11), the entries of the optimal solution will be rounded into binary values. Here we will analysis the loss of optimality of problem Equation (11) when reconstructing an integer solution as the sampling choice, as claimed in Theorem 1. Theorem 1. Let m be the optimal solution of problem (11) that is binarized into m b by setting k largest entries to 1 and rest n −k entries to 0, then
where f (x) = x ⊤ Dx, n is total number of instances in each query iteration, k is the number of instances that will be sampled into training set and λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ λ n are the eigenvalues of D.
is trivial, and we will show that f (m b ) ≤ 2f (m) + 2λ n (k − k 2 n ). According to Equation (9), the distance matrix D can be written as D = F ⊤ F, where each column of F is the feature 
i.e.
By Rayleigh-Ritz theorem [25] ,
Claim that
where
Without loss of generality, we assume all the entries of a given y are placed in an order
thus according to the rounding strategy, m b is defined as follows,
Then,
as claimed in Equation (17) . Consider a right pyramids with a regular base, which has its apex at the origin, C k n edges defined by the vectors defined in T b and a regular polygon base A lies in the hyperplane n i=1 x i = k. As shown in Figure 4 , ||m b − m|| 2 2 reaches its maximum value when m lies in the center of the pyramid base. That is m = [ k n , k n , . . . , k n ] ⊤ , and which, combined with Equation (16), justifies the theorem. □ Theorem 1 provides a theoretical guidance on choosing proper n and k in the batch sampling procedure, which can also be intuitively explained by the fact that if we sampling all or one instances in each querying iteration, we have no risk on the integer relaxation error, however, at the cost of diversity loss.
The Flow Summary
The proposed layout pattern sampling and hotspot detection flow is illustrated in Figure 5 . To analysis the printability of a full chip design, we dispatch the layout into clips based on the lithography proximity effect analysis (Section 3.1), such that the whole chip is covered by the core region of each clip that contains enough information to conduct printability estimation. And then, the training set and the machine learning model will be updated until convergence (Section 3.2), when all the clips will be either labeled or dropped. Finally, the full chip hotspot detection will be conducted on the dropped clips with the final learning model.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental Setup
Our layout pattern sampling and hotspot detection flow is tested on ICCAD2012 (denoted as ICCAD12) [26] and ICCAD2016 (denoted as ICCAD16) [27] CAD contest benchmark sets. Table 1 lists the benchmark details. To verify the efficiency of our proposed method on EUV oriented designs, we shrink ICCAD16 layouts to reach a CD under 7nm technology node as indicated in the column "CD (nm)". Columns "HS #" and "NHS #" are numbers of hotspot and non-hotspot clips in each benchmark and "Tech (nm)" is the technology nodes of each design. ICCAD12 contains all the 28nm clips with labels which can be directly input to our flow. Total count of hotspot clips and non-hotspot clips are 3728 and 159672, respectively. ICCAD16 contains four layouts that are original designed for fuzzy matching tasks. To locate defects in those layouts, we apply industrial optical proximity correction (OPC) and layout manufacturability checker (LMC) tools on scaled layouts using EUV lithography models for 7nm metal layer. In the LMC stage, we only consider three types of defects that are edge placement error, bridge and neck which contribute most to circuit failures. Then all the locations where edge placement error, bridging and necking occur are marked as defects. To perform efficient and parallel testing, clip-based scan is usually applied in classic hotspot detection flow, where the clip size and scanning stride are empirically determined according to the D (by Equation (6)) under given lithography specifications. Figure 6 (a) shows that fail detected hotspot count of exact pattern matching reduces to zero as clip size increases to around 3 ×D = 690nm that will be chosen as the clip size in our experiment.
According to the estimated D of 7nm EUV lithography system, we adopt an overlapped dispatching method that covers the whole layout with reasonably small clip size that contains enough information to determine whether the center core region is hotspot or not. Figure 6(b) illustrates the details of the dispatching procedure. We use a 690 × 690 sliding window to scan the whole layout with scanning stride being 1 3 of the clip size, which ensures that center 230 × 230 core regions of each clips are exactly covering the whole chip. Note that to ensure that clips contain more than 96% information to estimate the printability of their core region, the smallest distance from the core boundary to the clip boundary is intentionally selected as 230nm. Furthermore, each clip will be marked as hotspot clip if defects occur at its core region as shown in Figure 6 (b). Statistics of ICCAD16 benchmarks are also listed in columns "HS #" and "NHS #". We can notice that the smallest layout ICCAD16-1 is defect-free, therefore the case ICCAD16-1 is ignored in following experiments. For the rest of ICCAD16 cases, ICCAD16-2 has 56 hotspots out of 1023 clips, ICCAD16-3 has 1100 hotspots out of 5016 clips and ICCAD16-4 has 157 hotspots out of 1835 clips. It should be noted that although layout ICCAD16-4 is much larger than other cases, it is much more regular and a large fraction of the patterns are clearly EUV friendly, we therefore only extract clips from more problematic regions and that is why the total clip count is less than ICCAD16-3. We can also see the out of expected behaviors on ICCAD16-4 in the experiments in the following sections.
To accommodate the shallow neural networks and the computational requirements, we conduct feature tensor extraction on each clips in all benchmark cases. The settings of ICCAD12 and ICCAD16 are listed in Table 2 , where we use the same settings as [4] for case ICCAD12. For the case ICCAD16, we pick a grid size that is close to the design pitch (i.e. 32nm).
Effectiveness of Batch Active Sampling
In the first experiment, we will compare the batch active sampling method with fuzzy matching under different area constraints. The procedures of Algorithm 1 on four benchmark sets are depicted in Figure 7 , where the x-axis represents the total number of patterns sampled into training set and the y-axis denotes the detection accuracy. According to the analysis in Section 3.3, we avoid choosing the k n that results in big rounding error (i.e. 0.5). Considering that sample count also affects the training performance and the lithography simulation overhead, we pick k = 60, n = 90 in all the ICCAD16 benchmarks. On the other hand, ICCAD12 is a much larger benchmark set that contains more than 150,000 clips, therefore a smaller k n (i.e. 0.05) is chosen to limit the total number of sampled clips.
The discrete dots in Figure 7 correspond to fuzzy matching results with area constraints 90%, 95% and 100%, respectively. It can be seen that our batch sampling converges at a reasonably high detection accuracy on both DUV and EUV specific layers while requiring much less training instances than exact pattern matching. In other words, our proposed method can significantly reduce lithography simulation overhead. Particularly for the case ICCAD12, exact matching samples more than 10 5 clips among the whole data set, while our method achieves similar results with only 5799 clips.
Comparison with Existing Methods
We compare the sampling results on ICCAD12/16 with exact/fuzzy matching methods and two recent sampling methods, as listed in Table 3 . Columns "PM_exact", "PM_a95", "PM_a90", "PM_e2" correspond to the results derived from pattern matching using a stateof-the-art pattern analysis tool [10] , where "PM_exact" denotes only exactly same patterns can be clustered together, "PM_a95" and "PM_a90" refer to any clips that satisfy 95% and 90% area constraints are clustered together and "PM_e2" groups clips with less than 2nm edge displacements. Here the area and edge constraints are defined following [27] . Column "FT" lists the result of clustering on frequency domain of layout patterns that is similar to the flow proposed in [28] . Column "Litho" denotes the number of clips being labeled according to the lithography simulation results, including the clips sampled into training sets and all the detection extras.
"PM_exact", as the reference method, shows 100% accuracy on ICCAD12, ICCAD16-2 and ICCAD16-3. According to the lithography simulation results of the layout in ICCAD16-4, we notice all defects appear at the patterns belong to a different design space, which possibly makes the lithography model and optical proximity analysis inaccurate. Therefore, we observe minor prediction error and extra on ICCAD16-4. The result also shows exact pattern matching can achieve extremely high verification accuracy, however, at the cost of simulating and labeling more than 95% clip patterns in the whole dataset. On the contrary, the proposed batch sampling method achieves almost the same detection accuracy querying only 17% of total layout clips. It should be noted that it is normal that the instances in a training set is not completely separable, which explains that our method behaves even better than exact pattern matching. For three fuzzy matching options, varies area or edge constraints offers different level of trade-offs between verification performance and lithography overhead. "PM_a95" and "PM_e2" can still maintain good prediction accuracy on ICCAD16-2 and ICCAD16-3 with slightly less litho count, but the total number of labeled instances is still much larger than our method. Moreover, fuzzy matching fails to extract problematic instances on a more difficult testcase ICCAD16-4 with looser constraints that they all reach less than 50% prediction accuracy. [3, 13] propose to use the frequency domain representation to sample layout patterns with similar property and detect hotspots. Here we conduct additional experiments by clustering layout clips based on their Fourier Transform results. Clips closest to a cluster center will be selected as the representative clip that indicates the property of the whole cluster. By the results in the column "FT", .000 †Experiments are conducted on the center 600 × 600 region of each clip because the area constrained fuzzy matching cannot be finished within one week using original clip size of 1200 × 1200.
we can observe that with similar sampling number, batch active sampling exhibits much better than frequency domain clustering.
We also conduct an experiment using greedy sampling method [12] where each instance being predicted as hotspot will be incrementally added into the training set. Although greedy sampling method can successfully select partial hotspot clips in some test cases, the performance is highly affected by the initial learning model. As listed in "Greedy", the greedy method [12] only achieves 50.12% detection accuracy on average.
CONCLUSION
A layout pattern sampling and hotspot detection flow is proposed to adaptively sample layout patterns into a pattern library that is used to train a machine learning model for layout hotspot detection. The diversity-aware batch sampling and the interactive optimization of learning model can efficiently select interesting patterns and ensure a better model generality. Experiments show that the proposed framework is able to achieve similar detection accuracy requiring less than 20% of labeled patterns, which reduces lithography simulation overhead by a significant amount. Continuing study on model robustness, feature extraction and training set initialization are also interesting to fit the proposed framework better on modern IC design requirements.
